
 

Internship Program at Consttant 
 
Welcome to the educational internship program at Consttant. It is our goal to help you learn 
how an online fashion business succeeds in 2018 and beyond.  
 
We hope you will be inspired by our new brand as we let you into our world and to the nuances 
of the fashion design process. As an intern, you will learn how tasks are performed under the 
close supervision of the designer and founder of Consttant. 
 
Participating in this program will have you shadowing the designer who is a graduate of The 
Fashion Institute of Technology and has been in charge of the brand since June 2016. 
 
Whether or not you have requested to receive educational credit, this internship program is for 
your benefit and has been designed as a training program to teach you skills that are useful in 
the fashion industry. Any benefit to Consttant is merely incidental. 
 
Your involvement will include learning useful skills that you can bring to your future place of 
employment and are not necessarily specific to the day-to-day operations of Consttant.  
 
This includes - 
 
- The day-to-day management of an online fashion e-commerce business.  
- Social media sharing and influencer collaborations for fashion promotion. 
- Designing and manufacturing samples and production runs for online and wholesale sales. 
- Excelling in a five-star customer experience to build brand loyalty and repeat sales. 
 
As an intern, we hope to give you the type of hands on experience that will help you 
understand the theories and lessons you have been given in a classroom setting.  
 
Some of the skills we hope you will learn - 
- How to surprise and delight each and every customer with a stellar experience. 
- Best practices for social media sharing and influencer engagement on platforms like 

Instagram. 
- The process of bringing a vision and/or illustrated design to life. From idea inception to 

construction and online promotion.  
- Professional business communications, whether that be via in person meetings and/or email 

and phone. 
 
You will spend most of your time shadowing the designer and her staff to learn how to do 
things like - 
 
- Meet with the factory team as we design and produce new styles. 
- Email customers in a fun and professional manner. 
- Connect and collaborate with influencers for the creation of new content. 
- The planning and production of photography and video for social media content. 

 



 

- How to properly use social media to build a community of loyal followers.  
- Work with traditional and digital media for editorial and earned coverage. 
 
There is an interview process for the internship, flexibility to fit into your schedule and a one 
week trial before we confirm you acceptance into the program. During that time, we will decide 
if the program will be of educational benefit to you. The internship last for 90 days (three 
months) with an option to extend it to 180 days (six months).  
 
We welcome all of your questions and your desire to learn and we hope that you are as curious 
as you can possibly be about the ins and outs of the fashion world. We look at this internship 
as a way to build a forward-thinking fashion mindset and a future of productive and creative 
individuals who we will learn from as well.  
 
You will not receive wages or benefits like health insurance or free goods and services for this 
internship program but you will be provided a stipend for lunch and travel for each day that you 
work. Participation in our internship program does not guarantee a hired position or future work 
at Consttant.  
 
Who We Are Looking For! 
You are stylish, energetic, fun, and enthusiastic gals and guys with excellent communication 
and collaboration skills. You are a fast learner, quick to jump in and help the team and you 
have the ability to learn on the go. You are also a fan of social media, have active accounts, 
especially on Instagram and Pinterest.  
 
 
Internship requirements 
 
- If you are from another country outside of the US, the proper visa that will permit you to 

participate in the internship. 
 
- Working knowledge of social media and online platforms including Facebook, Instagram, 

Pinterest and Wordpress. 
 
- Digital and technical skills including the ins and outs of Google Drive, Sheets and Docs and 

Dropbox along with Gmail and other popular online and smartphone tools like Google Maps. 
 
- Writing and communications skills and the proper use of grammar and spelling.   
 
 
How to Apply 
Send an email to itsme@consttantmade.com with your resume, phone # with best time to call 
and links to your website/blog and to your social media accounts.  
 
Also include your availability on a weekly basis, whether you are available for photo shoots on 
occasional weekends. 
 

 


